Abstract. In additional heating experiment of translated theta-pinch produced Field-Reversed-Configuration (FRC) plasma with density of 5 × 10 19 m 3 and pressure balance temperature of 100 by hydrogen neutral beam, only electron is observed to be heated; electron and ion temperature is controlled independently for the first time in the FRC plasma. So far, confinement times of the FRC plasma were known to depend approximately on eV 10keV R 2 ρ io ( R; major radius, ρ io ; ion gyro radius) and dependence on electron temperature was small, which is confirmed by the present experiment. The FRC plasma is also produced and sustained for longer than by a rotating magnetic field (RMF) in a metal confinement chamber. Though the performance of the present RMF produced FRC plasma is low, or the density and the temperature are lower than 4ms
Introduction
A plasma with field reversed configuration (FRC) [1] consists only of ploidal field and does not have toroidal field. From this fact, plasma beta value β or the plasma pressure normalized by the external magnetic pressure is at the magnetic axis % 100 r = R and even the beta value averaged inside the separatrix s r r = takes the value of as large as about . The strength of the magnetic field changes from its maximum value of w at just inside a metal wall of a confinement vessel ( w % 90 B r r = ) to zero at R r = and further, to negative. Behavior of slow wave is studied from practical interest in heating high beta plasma and also from physical interest in wave propagation in the plasma with strong spatial variation in magnetic field [2] [3] . Extreme high beta nature, together with the fact that the FRC plasma is produced in an apparatus with linear configuration, is also attractive from reactor point of view [4] . But the FRC plasma, which has thus far the best performance (largest triple product T nτ ) -a theta pinch produced FRC plasma, can not be sustained by the most economical Ohmic heating, because no material structure is linking the plasma. In order to seek for the possibility to additionally heat and/or sustain the FRC plasma, neutral beam (NB) injection experiment was carried out on the FRC Injection Experiment (FIX) apparatus in Osaka University [5] [6] . In the experiment, NB was injected into the plasma which was confined in the magnetic configuration with stronger mirror field than normal operating condition. In the case, confinement times were shorter (degraded) than normal operating condition without NB injection. But with NB the confinement times more than recovered and surpassed those of the normal operating condition. In this work, NB injection experiment was done on the plasma with stronger mirror field as before but without degraded confinement. Confinement times elongated with NB injection as before and detailed measurement was carried out to interpret the result. For the FRC reactor, it is not enough to sustain the theta-pinch-produced FRC plasma but must drive toroidal current and increase confinement field or increase trapped flux [7] . For this purpose, utilization of rotating magnetic field (RMF) is proposed [7] and the experiment is carried out in Washington University [8] . As the frequency of the RMF must exceed the ion gyro frequency ci of the RMF magnetic field strength, the RMF is applied from outside of the quartz discharge tube. At a present stage, the plasma temperature is . But in future, plasma temperature should be higher and metal confinement chamber will be required. In this work, study on production and sustainment of the FRC plasma by RMF in a metal chamber is shown. 
Experimental Arrangement
The FRC plasma is produced in a -diameter, -long negatively biased theta pinch and is translated into a -diameter, -long metal confinement chamber. As the rise time of the NB is longer than the life time or duration of the plasma, the NB is introduced in advance before the plasma is introduced into the chamber. The angle between the axis of the NB injector and that of the confinement chamber is chosen to be with the intention to increase beam energy ( ) and thus to draw much NB current keeping in such a way that the gyro-radius of ionized beam does not exceed w . In the axial direction, ionized beam is trapped between mirror fields installed at both ends of the confinement chamber with the mirror ratio of 8 to 14. 
Additional heating experiment
As the separatrix shape of the FRC plasma is extremely elongated axially, the separatrix radius s at each axial position is obtained from a diamagnetic probe at each location with considerable accuracy. When the plasma is heated, as the plasma length is limited by a pair of mirror fields at both ends of the confinement chamber, the plasma expands radially. Then, as the plasma is in a flux conserver (metal confinement chamber), magnetic field strength between the separatrix and the metal wall increases. The radial expansion ceases when the plasma pressure and the external magnetic pressure balances. Obviously, plasma density should decrease with heating because of the radial expansion of the plasma. It must be noted that the number of particle supplied from the NB is order of of the total particle ) into deuterium plasma. Plasma heating and increase of s and decrease of electron density by the NB injection is apparently observed. In Fig.3 , results of similar experiments carried out with , helium-NB are shown. In this case, heating and associated phenomena are not observed. In  Fig.4 , e dependence is not seen (Fig.6 ). In Fig.7 , T φ τ τ N and φ τ τ E is shown for different NB power. It is seen that those ratios do not depend on NB power. These results signify that confinement times elongate with NB injection and the elongation can be explained by the empirical scaling law; the value of s increases with the plasma heating by NB injection, and it causes elongation in confinement times. In Fig.8 
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Sustainment experiment
At first, we tried to sustain translated FRC plasma with 3 19 10 5 m n × ≅ and in the bias (confinement) field of about by the rotating magnetic field (RMF). No effect was observed probably due to the screening effect of RMF by ambient plasma. Then we switched to the experiment to produce and sustain the FRC plasma solely by the RMF. The RMF was applied to 2 gas filled to eV T tot 100 ≅ mT 50 H 0.03 −1Pa or to the after glow plasma originating from collapsed translated FRC plasma in the bias field of smaller than . In Fig.9 , RF current fed to each antenna rod is shown (a) and the strength of the magnetic field at and (b). As a resonant tank circuit is adopted, the current is seen to build up until it decreases suddenly when the gas breaks down at 130µs, the amplitude becomes small deep inside the plasma. In Fig.11 (a) , radial profile of the axial magnetic field strength at s µ 500 in the axial midplane measured by radial array of search coils is shown. In Fig.11 (b) , radial profile of the toroidal current which is sustaining the FRC is shown. Even though the RMF attenuates deep in the plasma, the current is seen to be driven. In Fig.12 
